
1. 
Dream came on me easy.  Like night of 
no day.  Like wormy soil abrading an 
open wound and clouds on an ocean 
wind.  Like cruel despair and the dying 
fire of the broken heart, sinking into that 
night without dawn, a single tidal wave of 
broken rivers, an incomplete surgery and 
the unclean sutures of the unclean mind, 
the nightingale fallen from its wing, its 
song done and the black tissue of a 
cancer making its way quietly down the 
stainless steel of the operating table.  Yes, 
dream came on me easy; I could be 
stopped, dead still, nothing on me, no 
gravity to my thoughts and no purpose to 
the slow beats of my heart, and, zang, 
they would be there: ethereal strands 
composed of the finest particles, invisible 
but for those fleeting moments an angle 
caught the sunlight, pulsating, twinkling 
like the heavens; and beautiful, these 
gentle molecules, as they would shine 
brilliantly as phosphorous, then just as 
suddenly vanish back into the air.  What 
did I see then, in these moments of 
sparkling dream?  Splinters of thought 
taken from the waking life, shrapnel 
time, discordant reality, strange musings, 
violent fantasies, everything that could be 
conjured in the vile meat of my
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powerful subconscious.  And then it’d 
recoil back all over me, its kickback 
fierce.  I would see my father, broken 
into a million pieces by a life of pain, a 
life which had included the death of his 
wife and youngest son, my mother and 
my baby brother, despair thereafter his 
ever constant companion until he too 
found a release in death.  I would see my 
mother in her final pregnancy, without 
vigour, repetitively tilling the soils of a 
dying piece of garden.  Governor Henry 
Parkes, a chloral hydrate addict, setting 
a fire for his enemies – a slow and 
tarnished penny for the world. 
And something else.  Something 
dreadful.  Something that would shift me 
entirely off my equilibrium, eat away at 
my will and leave me naked and afraid.  I 
didn’t know what it was then.  How could 
I?  A creature of a dark seven feet, hazy 
silhouette, hard, red eyes.  It looked like 
some dread spectre – and indeed that is 
what I initially supposed it might have 
been.  Some terrible part of my 
conscience come to haunt me.  As I 
would regain my conscious state, the 
dreams repairing back to their deep, still 
pool, the creature too would vanish, as 
though only there – in dream – could it 
be found. 
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2. 
Loose blood bonding the grains of the 
dirt. It had all congealed into a nasty 
and shapeless mess. It was as though all 
the guts of the world had been cut out, 
dropped without any larger thought on 
the hard, dry bank of the ridge. A young 
man was lying, twisted on his back, his 
weight on his bent right arm. His face 
was gnarled with pain, splattered with 
blood. A leather satchel lay next to him. 
Its strap had been torn clear, its contents 
loose on the ground  beside him: a 
compass, notebook, some exotic 
instrument of measurement, a few pens, 
a pair of reading glasses. A thick tumble 
of papers, bound together with a strip of 
leather. The man looked up at the sky. 
He saw an eagle floating it. Or perhaps 
it was a phoenix. Flying just for him; a 
sign that he was about to be reborn and 
that his death by fire and rebirth in the 
uterine tissue that was hidden deep 
beneath the cinders and ashes, still hot 
to the touch, could now no longer be 
denied. He was due this; it was his 
inalienable right. He was not aware of 
anything outside of this. 
Presently, two men arrived at him. They 
had been slowly walking up to him in 
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heavy grabs of time, checking their rifles 
on him all their way, careful of their 
wounded mark. 
The man's blade was no longer with him. 
It lay fallen a safe distance from his 
terrible right hand, the hand both of 
bloody murder and divine intervention, 
the hand of action, decisive action, action 
without hesitation or judgement, action 
that was sound, moral, right, action that 
served the will, the iron  and 
indefatigable will, the universal will, the 
will of everyman. And the actions 
undertaken by this hand under the 
guidance of this will were absolute, 
complete; the sharp, cruel bones of the 
truth that was his to protect running 
along the sinew of this magnificent hand, 
the work of his righteous heart 
conducted by the powerful wrist and 
fingers. 
The blade had finished dripping its 
blood. Whatever had been left on its 
cutting edge had crusted over in the heat. 
The two men stood over him, the elder of 
the two kicking at his left boot. 
- Hey, boy, you're in for some trouble 
now. 
His companion turned a little  towards 
the east, in order that he could face the 
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beginning of the world and the coming of 
a new age. To the lesser eye, he may 
have seemed no longer interested in that 
which he had come to see. 
- He isn't even listening to you. He's 
away in some other world. Look at his 
eyes. 
The first man spat, his gob landing hot 
on the ground, burning with what was a 
truly malignant form of disgust. 
- Well, that might be so, Edward. But 
he's still got a lot to answer for. 
Edward, the taller, though less imposing, 
of the two, walked away then to the 
blade, stooping to pick it up. He held it 
up to his mealy eyes, small irises of hazel 
and slow wit, frosted glass. The blade 
came clean up to his face, looking him 
fairly in those eyes, judging him, seeing 
cleanly through to his heart. Not for one 
second does he, Edward of the meek, 
comprehend what  this thing  holding 
steady in front of his face truly is. 
Curled and nasty, surely. A unique 
thing, an antique perhaps, a thing 
produced with care and precision, 
beautiful in the power of its lines. But 
that's all he saw, all he could see: the 
simple fabric of its different surfaces. 
And  nothing  beyond  that.     He  was 
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entirely blind to the true essence of its 
magnificent heart, that which was in 
bondage to its owner, the man who had 
wielded it as he had done his duty, that 
single purpose for which he had been 
chosen, that duty which was his and only 
his to discharge. For the blade was 
unifying; the servant of the order of 
things. And its master was the unifier. 
Huon in his grip, its scent now all over 
him, and the blood a desiccated mess on 
the length of the sharp, fathomless edge, 
Edward stuck the blade in his belt, as 
though it might have been his own all 
along. A fatal mistake if ever there was 
one, for the blade had only one owner. 
Johnno went over to the edge of the 
track, kicking a stone into the 
undergrowth of the dry bush. 
- You can't stay here anyway. And until 
we figure out what to do with you, you're 
going to have to come with us. Edward, 
come give me a hand. We'll take him 
down to Green's. 
Oblivious to this decision, the young man 
continued his murmur at the sky. He 
protested nothing even as he was 
grabbed ungently under the arms and 
dragged down the hill that led back 
towards the town.  A little blood trailed 
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from the soles of his boots, his socks wet 
with it; the gore on his jacket had faded 
to a dull, dark stain of the fabric. It had 
begun its stink. 
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